Across
1. FORMER MAINE SENATOR OLYMPIA
6. Types of computer ports (abbrev.)
10. Without ice
14. Spanish appetizers
15. Waterproof cover
16. It's a lake and a county and a city and a canal
17. Happening
18. PULITZER-PRIZE-WINNING POET
20. It follows Mardi Gras
21. Element 75, also known as Re
22. ___-Lorraine
24. Bunches of dancers
28. Stop
32. Footwear brand
33. Seeker of gold
37. Singer-activist Simone
38. Rim
39. ____ Foods
40. Singer-songwriter DiFranco
41. When King Lear gives away his kingdom
43. Occasionally
46. River through Paris
48. Get close to again
49. Search for
51. Empty, as in the eyes of a drunk person
55. Recluse
59. Tiny spider relative
60. "POPULAR" SINGER KRISTIN
63. Capital of Ghana
64. Affectation (as in, "Put on ____")
65. In addition
66. Los Angeles basketball player
67. Just
42. Passionate
44. Indian stew
45. Part of a trolley
47. French bread
50. North American flycatcher
52. Michael Moore documentary on the health care industry
53. Scatter
54. Long (for)
56. Vulcan mind ____
57. "____ Wonderful Life"
58. Not us
60. Engine part
61. Rush
62. To do this is human
63. Priestly garment